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Laudation on the Occasion of the Award of the Arsen-Djurovic-Prize for Historical 
Schoolbook Research to PD Dr. Hansjörg Biener 
for his monograph “Die Kreuzzüge in Lehrplan und Schulbuch” [“The Crusades in Curricula and 

Schoolbooks”] 

 

Mr. Biener has provided a comprehensive and particularly detailed analysis of the depiction of the 

crusades in Bavarian curricula and schoolbooks for secondary schools from the twentieth to the 

twenty-first century. 

The study is built up as follows: 

After a clear description of the intentions of his study, Mr. Biener gives a precise survey of the 

state of research. After that, he makes elaborate diachronic and synchronous investigations. In the 

center are the curricula from 1926, 1940, 1950, 1963, 1966, 1971, 1978, 1985, 1997 and 2004 and 

the relevant approved schoolbooks for history respectively (since 1997) for history – civics – 

geography. Altogether about 60 schoolbooks have been analyzed and further books consulted. 

The study stands out through the following characteristics: 

Clear destination of the basic entirety of curricula and schoolbooks (incl. teacher’s manuals) to be 

considered; comprehensive schoolbook analyses (general characteristics and special regard to 

historical and modern original texts, to visual sources and photos, to maps, and to the design of 

assignments) comprising a whole century, en passant writing a history of history schoolbooks; 

embedding the interpretation into subject-related, didactical and sociopolitical contexts; differenti-

ated presentation of the results from the diachronic analysis, subdivided with regard to contents, 

methodological and sociopolitical aspects (the latter very topical through reflections about 

religious and interreligious sensibility and peace pedagogical questions); a comparative discussion 

of the results having regard to examples for “better practice”, which may make suggestions for 

publishers and schoolbook authors without giving room for blunt schoolbook chastisement; and 

finally a reflection of the own results with regard to future schoolbook analyses, which quasi 

makes wanting more and which shows the high connectivity of the study. 
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The immense diligence, the broad horizon, the quantity of the consulted sources, the impressive 

interdisciplinary knowledge, and the réflexion engagée, which characterize the study, have 

convinced the jury to award the Arsen-Djurovic-Prize for Historical Schoolbook Research to the 

author of this publication, PD Dr. Hansjörg Biener. 

 

Augsburg, in July 2013 


